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1 Introduction to grid computing
1.1 Glossary
The Grid is a service for sharing computer power and data storage capacity over the
Internet.
It is a form of distributed computing whereby a “super and virtual computer” is composed
of a cluster of networked loosely coupled computers acting in concert to perform very
large tasks. This technology has been applied to computationally intensive scientific,
mathematical, and academic problems through volunteer computing, and it is used in
commercial enterprises for such diverse applications as drug discovery, economic
forecasting, seismic analysis, and backoffice data processing in support of ecommerce
and Web services. What distinguishes grid computing from conventional cluster
computing systems is that grids tend to be more loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and
geographically dispersed. [wiki]

1.2 The EGEE project
The Enabling Grids for EsciencE (EGEE) project has a main goal of
providing researchers with access to a geographically distributed
computing Grid infrastructure, available 24 hours a day. It focuses on
maintaining and developing the gLite middleware and on operating a
large computing infrastructure for the benefit of a vast and diverse
research community.

EGEE is the largest multidisciplinary grid infrastructure in the world, which brings together
more than 140 institutions to produce a reliable and scalable computing resource available to
the European and global research community. At present, it consists of approximately 300
sites in 50 countries and gives its 10,000 users access to 80,000 CPU cores aroundtheclock.
In 2009 EGEE is focused on transitioning to a sustainable operational model, while
maintaining reliable services for its users. The resources currently coordinated by EGEE will
be managed through the European Grid Initiative (EGI) as of 2010. In EGI each country's grid
infrastructure will be run by National Grid Initiatives. The adoption of this model will enable
the next leap forward in research infrastructures to support collaborative scientific
discoveries. EGI will ensure abundant, highquality computing support for the European and
global research community for many years to come.
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Fig. 1 Grid infrastructure – LCG Real Time Monitor

1.3 BalticGridII Project
The main objective of the consortium
composed of thirteen institutions in seven
countries: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Belarus, Poland, Sweden and Switzerland is
to establish the Baltic Grid Second Phase
(BalticGridII) grid infrastructure as a part
of a European Grid ecosystem. By extending
the BalticGrid to Belarus the project will
provide an extended and reinforced e
Infrastructure in the Baltic region fully
interoperable with the panEuropean e
Infrastructures established by EGEE, EGEE
associated projects and the planned
European Grid Initiative. This infrastructure will support and help the scientists of the Baltic
States and Belarus to foster the usage of the modern computation and data storage systems.
As the result they will gain necessary knowledge and experience that will help them to work
in the European Research Area and to participate in common research projects to full extent.
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Project objectives:
• an extension of the BalticGrid infrastructure to Belarus;
• interoperation of the gLitebased infrastructure with UNICORE and ARC based Grid
resources in the region;
• identifying and addressing the specific needs of new scientific communities such as nano
science and engineering sciences, etc.
• establishing new Grid services for linguistic research, Baltic Sea environmental research,
data mining tools for communication modelling and bioinformatics.

1.4 Interfaces to grid resources
Rapid growth of demands for computational power over the last few years aroused interest in the
research in the area of computational Grids. One of the research fields is designing tools and
technologies that give easy, secure and consistent access to Grid applications and resources.
The most commonly used way of accessing Grid remote resources are Web based user
interfaces to HPC systems. They offer easy manner of interaction with user that hides heterogeneity
and complexity of the Grid systems. Webbrowser based interfaces beside services dedicated for Grid
systems (like users’ profile management, information services, remote job submission, job tracking,
file transfer, authentication and authorisation) usually provides also a large set of additional services,
such as email, forums, search engines, etc. The most popular representatives of that group are Grid
vortals  portals that addresses the large user Grid community with its various requirements Its main
task is to provide transparent, easy and secure Web access to computational Grids. However, some
limitations of portals technology (not so intuitive usage, problems with extending functionality by
third party providers, problems with accessing local resources, etc) caused significant growth of
another group of products over the last few years  “grid desktops”  windowslike systems, much
more friendly for the “ordinary” user than browser style environments, comfortable for the user that is
accustomed to play with more and more sophisticated graphical user tools.

1.5 The Migrating Desktop
1.5.1 Platform Description
The Migrating Desktop Platform is a powerful and flexible user interface to Grid resources
that gives a transparent user work environment and easy access to resources and network file
systems independently of the system version and hardware. It allows the user to run
applications and tools, manage data files, and store personal settings independently of the
location or the terminal type.
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Fig. 2 Migrating Desktop – general outlook

The Migrating Desktop is an advanced graphical user interface similar to a windowbased operating
system that hides the complexity of the grid middleware and makes access to the grid resources easy
and transparent. The Migrating Desktop offers: flexible personalized working environment available
independently of the user location, scalability and portability, a set of tools, a single signon
mechanism, support for multiple grid infrastructure.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple integration with grid applications
Easy job defining, submission, monitoring and visualization of results
Support for batch and interactive jobs
Handling of sequential and parallel applications
Intuitive management of grid data
Easy extendable framework
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1.5.2 Application Support
The key feature of the Migrating Desktop is the possibility of adding various tools,
applications easily and supporting different visualization formats. The Migrating Desktop
offers a framework that can be easily extended on the basis of a set of welldefined plugins
used for: accessing data, defining job parameters, preprocessing job parameters, and
visualisation of job results. Open architecture of the Migrating Desktop speeds up the
application integration process and makes that product significantly more flexible than
specialized tools (e.g. portals) designed only for a specific application.

Fig. 3 Job defining and visualisation of results (examples of Migrating Desktop plugins)

The integration of many applications, come from various projects and science areas, proved
correctness of platform integration mechanisms and procedures. The interesting examples of
integrated applications are: “Visualisation of Plasma in Fusion Devices” (int.eu.grid.project),
“Natural Language Processing” and “GAMESS” (BalticGrid project) – visit product home page
to see recorded demos.

1.5.3 Product Development
Migrating Desktop was created in The EU CrossGrid Project (http://www.crossgrid.org/) and is
currently deployed in EU BalticGrid project (http://www.balticgrid.org/) and developed in
The EU Interactive European Grid Project(http://www.interactivegrid.eu/), where
functionality for handling interactive grid applications is being implemented.
Migrating Desktop was shown and discussed during numerous conferences, workshops,
seminars etc. Demo “Running interactive and parallel applications on the Grid 
Visualization of Plasma Particles in Fusion Devices“ shown within MD framework was the
winner of the prize “Best OnLine Demo of EGEE User Forum 2007” in
Manchester.
The Migrating Desktop will be used also in several new FP7 European projects: The Euforia
project (http://www.euforiaproject.eu/), The DORII project (http://www.dorii.eu/) and The
BalticGrid Second Phase project (http://balticgrid.org/)

2 Requirements
2.1 Operating Requirements
The Migrating Desktop requires access to the Roaming Access Server (RAS), that acts as a bridge

between graphical client and various computing infrastructures providing an access to
heterogeneous resources on different grid infrastructures.
For detailed installation and maintenance instruction see the RAS Installation Guide

2.2 Local hardware Requirements
Any computing system able to launch Sun Java SE Runtime Environment
(check http://java.sun.com for Java requirements)

2.3 Local software requirements
The Migrating Desktop is a standalone Java application launched from network location using Java
Web Start Technology. Java Web Start is included in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) as part of
Java SE and ensures the most current version of the application will be deployed, as well as the correct
version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).
Java Web Start is included in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) as
part of Java SE and ensures the most current version of the application
is run, as well as the correct version of the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). A remarkable advantage of JWS is the caching of entire
applications on a local workstation.
Required software:
• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) – version 1.6.0_11 or newer
• Javaenabled web browser (integrated with JRE plugin)
The Migrating Desktop was tested with Sun Java and Oracle JRockit. It has been
noticed that with some Java implementation (e.g. Kaffe, IcedTea) – not 100%
compatible with Sun Java – Migrating Desktop could not work properly.

2.4 Grid infrastructure requirements
2.4.1 Network requirements
 For proper working with the grid environment, MD should invoke services from middleware
deployed in a testbed. Network bandwidth requirement for MD: min. 256 kb/s
Migrating Desktop requires an access to some ports in order to perform certain actions.
Functionality

Protocol

Port/Ports range

Access to RAS server

SSL
HTTP

8443
8080

Direct file transfer to/from storage

gridFTP

1300017000 (data channel)
2811 (control channel)

Open ports for gridFTP protocol are required only to perform direct data
transfer. If these ports are blocked, user can use ‘tunnelled’ mode for transfer.

3 Grid security
3.1 Glossary
Authentication is the act of establishing or confirming something (or someone) as
authentic, that is, that claims made by or about the thing are true. Authenticating an
object may mean confirming its provenance, whereas authenticating a person often
consists of verifying their identity.
Authorization is the process of deciding if person, program or device X is allowed to
have access to data, functionality or service Y. Logically, authorization is preceded by
authentication.
Certificate consists of a pair: private key and public key. It is an electronic document
which incorporates a digital signature to bind together a public key with an identity —
information such as the name of a person or an organization, their address, and so forth.
The certificate can be used to verify that a public key belongs to an individual. In a typical
public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme, the signature will be of a certificate authority (CA)
Proxies are certificates signed by the user, or by another proxy, that do not require a
password to submit a job. They are intended for shortterm use, when the user is
submitting many jobs and cannot be troubled to repeat his password for every job.
Proxies provide a convenient alternative to constantly entering passwords, but are also
less secure than the user's normal security credential.
Virtual Organization (VO) is a group of individuals or institutions who share the
computing resources of a "grid" for a common goal
Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS) Provides information on the user's
relationship with Virtual Organization: groups, roles and capabilities.
MyProxy is open source software for managing X.509 Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) security credentials. MyProxy combines an online credential repository with an
online certificate authority to allow users to securely obtain credentials when and where
needed.

3.2 Obtaining a grid certificate
In order to authenticate to the Grid you must have a valid certificate and be a member of the Virtual
Organisation.
1. Obtain a certificate signed by one of the Trusted Certification Authorities. One can find
appropriate CA using following page: https://www.eugridpma.org/members/worldmap/
2. Become a member of a Virtual Organization that is trusted by EGEE and/or related projects.
For EGEE more details can be found at http://cern.ch/egeesa1/Users.htm, for BalticGrid more
details can be found at http://voms.balticgrid.org/.

4 Logging to the Migrating Desktop
The user should do the following simple steps in order to start his work with the Migrating Desktop
application:
There are two ways of launching MD: a web browser and system commandline.

 System commandline – write:
javaws http://<RAS-host>/md/JWS/MigratingDesktop.jnlp

Fig. 4 Launching Migrating Desktop from system commandline

 A web browser (for example Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer etc.) with the Java plugin
installed. Under a web browser use the proper address of the Migrating Desktop web page
http://<RAS-host>

Fig. 5 Launching Migrating Desktop from web browser

For tutorial purposes please use Migrating Desktop installed on:
• desktop.balticgrid.org
• cedrus.man.poznan.pl

4.1 Authentication to the Migrating Desktop
To authenticate to the Migrating Desktop you will have to have on a local workstation:
 a valid certificate and private key or

 a valid proxy file or access to MyProxy server that your certificate is stored on.

Fig. 6 User Login Dialog – authentication page

The User Login Dialog collects data about location of user certificates, and location of RAS web
services (host and port).
To specify all data required for authentication:
a) Press upper button ‘Browse…” to choose localization of user certificate
b) Press lower button ‘Browse…” to choose localization of user key
c) Specify password to private key
d) Select option VOMS proxy
e) Write name of Virtual Organisation (“bgtut”)

Fig. 7 Details of user certificate

To see detailed information about user certificate one can press “Cert
info…” button to show “Certificate information dialog”.

4.2 Roaming Access Server settings
To specify all data required to establish connection with Roaming Access Server”
a) Choose “Server settings” tab
b) Specify host address, for example: balsa.man.poznan.pl
c) Check the option “Use secure connections” for https connection
d) Specify port : 8443 for https connection or 8080 for http connection

Fig. 8 User login dialog – server settings page

e) It is possible to save the specific settings in a file and load them when needed using “Save…”,
“Load…” buttons

The last specified settings are saved automatically when dialog
is closing and reloaded when it is starting. This speeds up the startup
process of running the Migrating Desktop.

4.3 Establishing connection with Roaming Access Server
A message about the time difference may appear if time on the local machine is not proper (not
synchronized with the NIST server). Such difference can cause some problems during the Migrating
Desktop runtime.

Fig. 9 Time synchronization warning

If there is a time difference, remember to perform time
synchronization on your local system before running the Migrating
Desktop.
Now the desktop is starting. The splash screen of the Migrating Desktop will appear. It has a status bar
containing some messages which will inform the user about the progress of the application
initialization.

Fig. 10 Migrating Desktop splash screen

Fig. 11 Migrating Desktop main window

If the user worked with the Migrating Desktop before, his/her personal settings of the graphic user
interface will be restored. In the other case a default user profile will be created by the application and
the main empty Desktop will appear.

5 Setup the Migrating Desktop environment
5.1 Configuration of user personal profile
In order to configure your personal profile please follow the steps listed below:
a) Open “New Grid Window” from toolbar

Fig. 12 Migrating Desktop main toolbar – adding new window

b) From popup menu (rightclick in the Desktop area) choose “Properties”
c) In tab description give a new name for a desktop (example “tutorial window”)
d) Go to background tab, and select one of the predefined wallpapers

Fig. 13 Migrating Desktop – desktop properties

e) Close the properties dialog.
f) Save your profile by clicking on “Store User Profile” icon from toolbar

Fig. 14 Migrating Desktop main toolbar – saving user settings

Remember that you can always save your profile. Saving preferences
makes it easier to use Migrating Desktop.
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Running jobs on the grid

6.1 Glossary
Workload Management System (WMS)  The purpose of the WMS is to accept user
jobs, to assign them to the most appropriate resources, to record their status and
retrieve their output.
Resource Broker (RB) or Matchmaker supports the WM by providing a matchmaking
service: given a JDL expression (e.g. for a job submission), it finds the resources that
best matches the request.
Computing Element (CE) is the service representing a computing resource. Its main
functionality is job management (job submission, job control, etc.). A CE includes a Grid
Gate (GG), which acts as a generic interface to the cluster; a Local Resource
Management System (LRMS) (sometimes called batch system), and the cluster itself, a
collection of Worker Nodes (WNs), the nodes where the jobs are run. The choice of CE
to which the job is sent is made in a process called matchmaking.
Worker Node (WN) is a set of clients required to run jobs sent by the Computing
Element via the Local Resource Management System.
Logging and Bookkeeping (LB) service provides support for the job monitoring
functionality: it stores logging and bookkeeping information concerning events
generated by the various components of the WMS. Using this information, the LB
service keeps a state machine view of each job
Job Description Language (JDL) describes jobs to be submitted, which specifies, for
example, which executable to run and its parameters, files, and any requirements on
the CE and the Worker Node.

6.2 Job lifetime

Fig. 15 gLite job lifetime

Here below is provided a brief description of the meaning of each possible state a job can enter:
• Submitted: job is entered by the user to the User Interface but not yet transferred to
Network Server for processing
• Waiting: job has been accepted by NS and is waiting for Workload Manager processing
• Ready: job has been processed by WM but not yet transferred to the Computing Element
• Scheduled: job is waiting in the queue on the Computing Element.
• Running : job is running.
• Done: job exited.
• Aborted: job processing was aborted by WMS.
• Canceled: job has been successfully canceled on user request.
• Cleared: output sandbox was transferred to the user or removed due to the timeout.

6.3 Job submission
Grid applications available for users are shown in a userfriendly way in an Application Chooser.
An application can be selected from a tree control (with default settings) or loaded from the previously
recorded template (nondefault settings)
a) Open “Application Wizard” from toolbar

Fig. Application Wizard – PS application

b) Choose “PS” (it will run /bin/ps command)
c) Press Ok. Job Submission Wizard will appear.
This Job Submission Wizard simplifies the process of specifying parameters and limits, suggesting
user defaults or recently used parameters. The Wizard is responsible for proper preparation of the
user's job and consists of several panels. One panel is an applicationspecific plugin, and the rest can
be used to set job information, resource requirements, files and environment variables. The application
plugin asks the user for application parameters and these parameters are then passed to the command
line.
d) Leave default or change parameters for this test application

Fig. 16 Job Submission Wizard – arguments of the PS application

There is a common set of job requirements that can be specified in the same way for a different kind of
applications. There are several tabs in the JobSubmission Dialog for specifying different types of
parameters.
e) Choose tab “Resource”, “Type”
f) Choose type of job – in this use case select “normal”
g) Choose Resource Broker server and Logging and Bookkeeping server (for example:
rb1.cyfkr.edu.pl)

Fig. 17 Job Submission Wizard – Definition of job type

Remember to set Work Management parameters (RB and L&B) as it
is the user who defines these parameters. These are required for the
job submission.

h) Change tab to “Definition”
i) Select hostname you want your job to run on (CE) or leave “any” if this decision should be
taken by the Resource Broker.

Fig. 18 Job Submission Wizard – definition of Computing Element

j)

One may take a look at predefined output files

Fig. 19 Job Submission Wizard – definition of job files

k) Submit the job by pressing “Submit” button

l)

Wait for job submission confirmation. It can take a few seconds and this time depends on
Resource Broker response.

Fig. 20 Confirmation of job submission

6.4 Job monitoring
In order to check the job status you have to choose the Job Monitoring dialog from the menu or
toolbar. The Job Monitoring dialog is a tool for tracing the status, viewing details, logs and parameters
of the previously submitted jobs. This dialog contains all the information about the submitted job (its
full description and status embedded in the jobs table)
a) Open Monitoring Dialog from toolbar
b) Select your job (one or more) (recognized by id or by more userfriendly field “Name”)

Fig. 21 Job Monitoring dialog – list of tracking jobs

c) Press “Details” button for checking status of the job and other detailed information like
submission parameters, files, variables

Fig. 22 Job Details dialog – detailed information about job

Grid computing infrastructure is designed for batch jobs (and not interactive
ones!), so very often a job is queued for quite a long time.
d) There is also a possibility to check extended details of running jobs basing on information that
comes from Logging and Bookkeeping. Press “View...” button placed at “Detailed status”
field.

Fig. 23 Jobs status information

e) In order to check logs of the running job basing on information that comes from Logging and
Bookkeeping. Press job log “View...”.

6.5 Obtaining job output
When the job has been terminated successfully and the job status in the monitoring Dialog is “done”,
the user can check the output of the job. It can be visualized if there is an adequate visualization plug
in. There are ready to use predefined plugins for the visualization of text file, jpg file, and svg format.
a) If the status of the job has been marked as done, select “files” tab in job monitoring details
dialog

Fig. 24 Job Details dialog – job tracking

b) Select one of the output files (example StdOutput)
c) Press “View”
d) File viewer will appear with content of the output file

Fig. 25 Vizualization of job output file

7 Simple data management
7.1 Grid Commander
The main file Management tool in the Migrating Desktop is called Grid Commander. The Grid
Commander is a twopanel application similar to the Commander family tools. A single panel can
represent a local directory, GridFTP or ftp directory, or other protocol to the native storage. Each
protocol is defined as a plugin that makes file management in MD easy to extend to other protocols.
a) Open Grid Commander using toolbar icon or from menu.

Fig. 26 Grid Commander icon on the main toolbar

b) Grid Commander main window will occur

Fig. 27 Grid Commander main window

7.2 Using GridFTP
In order to use GridFTP, follow the instructions below:
a) Open Grid Commander
b) Open submenu “Connections” from main menu
c) Choose “Mount…”
d) Dialog with the list of available file systems will occur

Fig. 28 List of available file systems

e) Choose “GridFTP connection” from the list
f) A dialog which allows to specify connection parameters will be shown

Fig. 29 Settingup connection parameters

g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Enter any arbitrary name in “Connection name” field,
Specify host (e.g. se.reef.man.poznan.pl or pupa.elen.ktu.lt)
For the rest of fields default settings could be used.
Set “passive” and “tunneled” to make sure firewall will not block the connection
Press “OK”
You will be asked if connection parameter should be stored for future use

Fig. 30 Grid Commander – saving file system data for future use

If new connection settings are saved, it can be used next time you are
connecting to the GridFTP server.

m)
n)
o)
p)

In Grid Commander go to root, select created GridFTP connection
Press home button
Create new directory (called e.g. test),
Select local file on the other panel. Copy this file to GridFTP server

Fig. 31 Grid Commander – file transfer status

8 Grid data management
8.1 Glossary
Storage Element (SE) provides uniform access to data storage resources. The Storage
Element may control simple disk servers, large disk arrays or tapebased Mass Storage
Systems (MSS).
Grid Unique IDentifier (GUID) – grid file identifier assigned the first time the file is
registered in the Grid, and based on the UUID standard to guarantee its uniqueness
(UUIDs use a combination of a MAC address and a timestamp to ensure that all UUIDs
are distinct). A GUID is of the form: guid:<unique_string> (e.g. guid:93bd772ab282
4332a0c5c79e99fc2e9c).
Logical File Name (LFN) – grid file identifier allocated by the user. Its form is:
lfn:<any_string>, but the current EGEE file catalogue uses strings which have the
standard Unix hierarchical format, with elements separates by / characters. A Grid file
can have many LFNs, in the same way that a file in a Unix file system can have many
links.
Storage URL (SURL) provides information about the physical location of a file replica.
Currently, SURLs have the following formats:
sfn:<SE_hostname>/<path> or
srm:<SE_hostname>/<path> for files residing on a classic SE and on an SRMenabled
SE, respectively.
Transport URL (TURL) gives the necessary information to write or retrieve a physical
replica, including hostname, path, protocol and port (as for any conventional URL), so
that
the
application
can
open
or
copy
it.
The
format
is
<protocol>://<SE_hostname>:<port>/<path>.
LCG File Catalogue (LFC) is a service that keeps logical mappings between LFNs,
GUIDs and SURLs, while the files themselves are stored in Storage Elements

8.2 Using LCG File Catalogue (LFC)
LCG File Catalogue is a logical, userfriendly representation of grid data. Each user has his/her own
home directory. User does not have to care about the location of files.

Fig. 32 Choosing default storage for LCG File Catalogue

In order to use the LFC file system, follow the instructions below:
a) Open submenu ‘Settings” from main menu
b) Choose ” Default SE settings..”
c) Select SE
d) Select connection mode “passive”, connection type “tunneled” to avoid problems with
firewall

8.3 Copying a file into “grid”
a) Open Grid Commander, enter LCG File Catalogue file system (node “/grid/bgtut/” available
from root)
b) Create new directory, called test
c) Select local file on the other panel. Copy this file to LFC.

Fig. 33 Grid Commander – copying file to LFC

8.4 File replication
a) Choose a file in the LFC you want to replicate.
b) Right mouseclick invokes popup menu.

Fig. 34 Grid Commander – file replication

c) Choose “Actions” and then “Replicate file”.
d) Select destination Storage Element

Fig. 35 Grid Commander – choosing storage for file replication

e)
f)
g)
h)

Refresh directory content using toolbar “Quick refresh” button
Information about the new replica can be observed in Extended File Properties.
Choose from popup menu Properties, Extended File Properties tab.
If the file is replicated, all physical locations are being shown.

Fig. 36 LCG File Catalogue –information about file replicas

8.5 Adding alias
a)
b)
c)
d)

Choose a file in the LFC you want to replicate.
Right mouseclick invokes popup menu.
Choose “Actions” and then “Add alias”.
Specify an alias for the file

Fig. 37 LCG File Catalogue – choosing alias name

e) Information about the new alias can be observed in Extended File Properties.
f) Choose from popup menu Properties, Extended File Properties tab.

Fig. 38 LCG File Catalogue –information about file aliases

9 Advanced jobs
9.1 Handling job files
While defining jobs using Job Submission Wizard, user can set both input and output files. Specified
input files are copied from their locations to execution directory. Job output is transferred in opposite
direction: from execution directory to destination storage (directory created automatically on LFC, or
chosen by user)
a) Open “Application Wizard” from toolbar
b) Choose “CommandLine” application

Fig. 39 Application Wizard – CommandLine application

c) “Argument” tab – write any linux command redirected to a file (e.g. result.out)

/bin/ls -la > result.out

Fig. 40 Job Submission Wizard – specification of commandline

d) “Files” tab – chose any sample input file, that will be copied to execution directory, give it any
arbitrary name e.g. “filetobecopied”

Fig. 41 Job Submission Wizard – specification of input files

e) “Files” tab – add new output file, “result.out”

Fig. 42 Job Submission Wizard – specification of input files

f) Submit a job
g) Open Job Monitoring dialog than Job Details dialog and wait until job ends
h) Display content of ‘result.out’ file using “View’ button

Fig. 43 Output of CommandLine application

Please notice presence of job input file (“filetobecopied”) among
listed files.

9.2 Running script
The user defined script could be submitted using “Script” application.
a) Open “Application Wizard” from toolbar
b) Choose “Script” application

Fig. 44 Application Wizard – “Script” application

c) Argument” tab – write any linux script (or copy an example)
#!/bin/sh -x
# print the date and time when the job is running
echo "******************* Job Start *******************"
echo "script started on `date`"
# print the hostname
echo "Hostname is `hostname`"
# print the name and OS version of the executing node
echo "Executing on: "
uname -a
# print the current directory and its contents
echo "Current working directory and contents:"
pwd
ls -l
echo "******************** Job End ********************"
# exit
exit 0

d) Submit a job
e) Open Job Monitoring dialog than Job Details dialog and wait until job ends
f) Display content of ‘StdOutput’ file using “View’ button

Fig. 45 Job outcome – listing of directory containing transferred file

9.3 Interactive grid console
a) Open “Application Wizard” from toolbar

Fig. 46 Application Wizard – Glogin application

b) Choose “Glogin” (it will run interactive /bin/sh command)
c) Press Ok.
d) Job Submission Wizard will appear.

Fig. 47 gLogin application  arguments

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Write “/bin/sh” in a text field to run shell on remote machine
Select “Use pipes for I/O access”
Select “Teminal emulation”
Choose tab “Resource”, “Type”
Choose type of job – in this use case select “interactive”

Fig. 48 gLogin application – specification of job types

j) Submit the job by pressing “Submit” button
k) Wait for job submission confirmation. It can take a few seconds and this time depends on
Resource Broker response.

Fig. 49 Job submission confirmation dialog

l) Open Monitoring Dialog from toolbar
m) Select your job
n) Press “Details” button for checking status of the job

Fig. 50 gLogin – job tracking

e) Wait until job has status “Running”
f) Press “Visualize” button

Fig. 51 Fig. 52 gLogin – job tracking (2)

g) Simple console will appear

Fig. 53 Console of an interactive job

h) Type any linux command you would like (e.g. “ls –la”), press enter
i) Command output will be shown in console

Fig. 54 Display of the interactive console

10 Useful links
Migrating Desktop: http://desktop.psnc.pl/
EGEE

http://www.euegee.org/

gLite:

http://glite.web.cern.ch/glite/

BalticGrid

http://www.balticgrid.org

